Hi and welcome to the Forge World catalogue.
Hopefully these next few pages will answer many of your questions and help you in using our catalogue and to order models from Forge World.

Who are Forge World and what do they do?
Forge World is part of Games Workshop based in Nottingham, England. Forge World started making a range of highly detailed resin models from the Worlds of Warhammer and Warhammer 40,000 in 1999 and this catalogue is now packed with wonderful models, both large and small.
All Forge World models are supplied unassembled and unpainted, and currently include Imperial Armour vehicle and aircraft kits, Battlefleet Gothic spaceships and our new game Aeronautica Imperialis as well as terrain for Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000, Epic 40,000.
We have our own team controlling the design, manufacturing, shipping, sales and customer service of the ever growing range of Forge World models.
If you have any comments, questions or suggestions about our products please do not hesitate to contact us.
Finally we hope you get as much pleasure out of building, painting and using these models as we have in creating them!

How can I pay for my order?
Please note that Forge World have a £10 minimum order value before shipping and handling.
Payment can be made by:
1) Credit card. (VISA and MasterCard only.)
2) Debit Card. (UK Maestro, Solo and Delta.)
All credit and debit card orders will be charged in £ Sterling at the £ Sterling price which will be converted to your own currency on your card statement by your card company. The Euro € and US$ prices in this catalogue are shown for customers wishing to pay by Cheque (Please note it may take time to clear your cheque) or Money Order in those currencies. For an example of a current exchange rate visit www.xe.com or contact your card company. Please note this exchange rate may not be the one being used by your card company.
3) Personal Cheque or Postal Money Order made payable to ‘Games Workshop Ltd’ in £ Sterling. Euros € or US$. All Postal Money Orders must be cashable in the UK.
4) Bank Transfer. For orders over £300 we can arrange to take payment by bank transfer. Note that there is an additional charge of £10.00/€15.00/$20.00 for this and that it can take up to two weeks for the transfer to be processed. Please telephone us for details.

Shipping and Handling questions answered
When it comes to shipping, you have a choice between First Class mail and Express Delivery. First Class costs 12% of the order total within the UK, 15% for the rest of the world. Upgrading to Express Delivery costs an additional £12 within the UK and £15 for the rest of the world but is a lot faster. If your order adds up to £250 or more of models or books etc, you will automatically receive completely free shipping and upgraded to express with our compliments!
Please note that as the Forge World offices and warehouse are closed at the weekend, orders placed on Friday, Saturday and Sunday will be processed from the next working day.

The delivery date of orders is dependant on stock availability. Choosing the Express Delivery option will ensure the earliest possible delivery date. If your order is time sensitive or you wish to check the availability of a particular item we recommend you call our customer service team.

As a rule, please allow 28 days from date of ordering for delivery. If you think your order should have been delivered already, please contact your local post office and check it is not being held there as our packages are often too big for your letterbox!
I have a question about my order. What should I do?

If you have any questions, the easiest and fastest way of getting them answered is to telephone one of our friendly and knowledgeable staff. If this is just not possible then you can email us but it may not be possible for us to reply as quickly as we would like so we do recommend calling us.

If calling about an order, please have either the delivery note from the order or your receipt from the online store so we can take the relevant details we need and get to work helping you.

Can I buy Forge World models anywhere else?

Yes, Forge World products can also be purchased from any of the events that we attend. For an up to date list of events we will be attending over the next few months please visit the Events section of the Forge World website.

We usually use these shows as an opportunity to release brand new models and show off work in progress. They are also your chance to ask any questions you have face to face with the Forge World staff.

As Forge World often cannot take our entire range with us to every show, to guarantee getting the models you want at these events we recommend sending a reservation order to us. All we need is your name, which show or event you want to collect your order at and of course, your list of models. We will then pack up your order, take it with us and it will be there waiting for you at the show.

Terms and Conditions

To save room for more new models, we have decided not to print Forge World’s Terms and Conditions in our catalogue. Of course, these are available upon request by calling us on 0115 916 8177 or online at www.forgeworld.co.uk/purchasingfprod.htm These terms and conditions apply to every contact between you and Games Workshop Limited (trading as Forge World) so we recommend that you read them carefully before purchasing anything.

Forge World reserve the right to change any prices, availability and content of any products at any time and without notice.

Where have some of the other models gone?

Our range of models has become so large that we can no longer fit them all in our catalogue. Many of these models such as those shown above, can still be found on our website www.forgeworld.co.uk

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

THese MODELS ARE NOT TOYS AND ARE THEREFORE UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 15 YEARS

WARNING: Resin dust can be harmful if inhaled. Always wear a dust mask or respirator when sanding or sawing parts.

ALL MODELS SUPPLIED UNPAINTED AND UNASSEMBLED

Some of the models are complex and require modelling experience to assemble and finish.

Adeptus Mechanicus, Aeronautica Imperialis, Baneblade, Basilisk, Battle Fleet Gothic, Blood Angels, Citadel, Chimera, Dark Angels, Eldar, Epic 40,000, Games Workshop, Imperial Armour, Inquisitor, Land Raider, Leman Russ, Ork, Sentinel, Shadowsword, Space Marine, Space Wolves, Tau, Tyranid, Ultramarines, Vanquisher, Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000, Wave Serpent and White Dwarf are trademarks of Games Workshop Ltd.

For a complete list of all trade marks visit www.forgeworld.co.uk

The copyright in the model designs in this catalogue is the exclusive property of Games Workshop Ltd.

Copyright Games Workshop Ltd, 2008. All rights reserved.
MARS PATTERN
REAPER TITAN BODY
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-032)

A extremely detailed model of the Mars Pattern Reaper Titan with hard points for three Reaper Titan Weapons. Crew includes Princeps and two Modorrii, Tech Priest and three hard wired Weapon Servitors. This Titan stands approximately 400mm/16 inches high. Model designed by Will Hayes, crew and symbols sculpted by Simon Egan.

Titan Weapons sold separately.
Price: £351.49 (£516.00, US$625.00)

REAPER TITAN WEAPONS
Price: £48.95 (£64.00, US$78.00) each unless otherwise stated:

APOCALYPSE MISSILE LAUNCHER (CARAPACE ONLY)
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-033)

LASER BLASTER (ARM ONLY)
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-035)

GATLING BLASTER (ARM ONLY)
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-034)

MELTA CANNON (ARM ONLY)
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-036)

POWER FIST (ARM ONLY)
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-037)
Price: £58.70 (£76.00, US$94.00)
LUCIUS PATTERN WARHOUND TITAN BODY
An extremely detailed model of the Lucius Pattern Warhound Titan armed with a choice of 2 weapons. This model stands approximately 250mm/10.5 inches high depending on how the legs are constructed. Kit includes full interior detail. Model designed by Will Hayes, crew sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £225.11 (£295.00, US$370.00)

WARHOUND TITAN (MARS ALPHA) BODY
(Mars Alpha Pattern Warhound Titan armed with a Vulcan Mega Bolter and Plasma Blastgun. This model stands approximately 250mm/10.5 inches high depending on how the legs are constructed. Model designed by Will Hayes, crew and symbols sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £225.11 (£295.00, US$370.00)

CHAOSES WARHOUND TITAN BODY
Price: £225.11 (£295.00, US$370.00)

MARS WARHOUND TITAN WEAPONS
Price: £31.81 (£41.00, US$52.00) each unless otherwise stated.

LEFT MARS VULCAN MEGA BOLTER
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-039)

RIGHT MARS PLASMA BLASTGUN
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-040)

CHAOSES WARHOUND TITAN WEAPONS
Price: £31.81 (£41.00, US$52.00) each unless otherwise stated.

LEFT CHAOS VULCAN MEGA BOLTER
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-042)

RIGHT CHAOS PLASMA BLASTGUN
(Product code: IA-TTN-E-043)
**WARHAMMER 40,000**

**IMPERIAL GUARD**

**SHADOWSWORD (ARKURIAN PATTERN)**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-105)
Complete resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Daren Parwood. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £93.00 (€120.00, US$155.00)

**STORMBLADE (ARKURIAN PATTERN)**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-104)
Complete resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Daren Parwood. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £93.00 (€120.00, US$155.00)

**STORMSWORD (ARKURIAN PATTERN)**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-103)
Complete resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Daren Parwood. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £93.00 (€120.00, US$155.00)

---

**RESIN SUPER HEAVY TANKS**
Price: £146.00 (€190.00, US$240.00)

The complete range of our resin Super Heavy Tanks, including the Mars Pattern Baneblade, is available on our online store at www.forgeworld.co.uk

---

**BANEBLADE (LUCIUS PATTERN)**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-087)
Includes Maximilian Weismann figures. Model designed by Brian Fawcett. Figures sculpted by Mark Bedford.

---

**SHADOWSWORD (MARS PATTERN)**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-089)
Includes fully detailed interior. Model designed by Brian Fawcett.

---

**STORMBLADE (LUCIUS PATTERN)**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-088)
Model designed by Brian Fawcett, Tony Cottrell, Will Hayes and Mark Bedford. Model designed by Brian Fawcett, Tony Cottrell and Mark Bedford.

Models designed by:
Daren Parwood
Price: £102.75 (€135.00, US$175.00)

---

**DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ARKURION SHADOWSWORD**
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-029)
The Shadowsword is a complete multi-part resin and plastic kit, includes Tank Commander, driver, engine and air filters.

---

**DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ARKURION STORMBLADE**
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-028)
The Stormblade is a complete multi-part resin and plastic kit, includes tank commander, driver, engine and air filters.

---

**DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ARKURION STORMSWORD**
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-030)
The Stormsword is a complete multi-part resin and plastic kit, includes tank commander, driver, engine and air filters.

---

**IMPERIAL MINOTAUR**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-117)
Based on the chassis of the Malcador the Minotaur provides self propelled artillery. Complete resin and plastic kit, includes both Imperial and Renegade driver figures. Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £78.30 (€100.00, US$130.00)

---

**VALDOR TANK HUNTER**
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-118)
Model designed by Daren Parwood. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £88.50 (€109.00, US$119.00)
MALCADOR HEAVY TANK
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-093)
Mounting multiple heavy bohlers for all-round defence, side- sponson weapons and a demolisher cannon in a limited-traverse hull mount. Resin and plastic kit, includes various weapon options for the side sponsons as well as both Renegade and Imperial Tank Commanders. Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £68.50 (€90.00, US$115.00)

MALCADOR HEAVY TANK WITH LASCANNONS
/Product Code IA-GUA-T-099
Resin and plastic kit, includes various weapon options for the side sponsons as well as both Renegade and Imperial Tank Commanders. Model designed by Daren Parrwood. Crew models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £68.50 (€90.00, US$115.00)

MALCADOR HEAVY TANK WITH BATTLE CANNON
/Product Code IA-GUA-T-098
Resin and plastic kit, includes various weapon options for the side sponsons as well as both Renegade and Imperial Tank Commanders. Model designed by Daren Parrwood. Crew models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £68.50 (€90.00, US$115.00)

MALCADOR HEAVY TANK WITH BATTLE CANNON
/Product Code IA-GUA-T-099
Resin and plastic kit, includes various weapon options for the side sponsons as well as both Renegade and Imperial Tank Commanders. Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £68.50 (€90.00, US$115.00)

IMPERIAL MACHARIUS HEAVY TANK
/Product Code IA-GUA-T-100
Armed with two Battle Cannons, Twin Linked Heavy Stubber and two weapon sponsons. Includes two man resin crew. Model designed by Daren Parrwood. Crew models designed by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £93.00 (€120.00, US$155.00)

IMPERIAL MACHARIUS HEAVY TANK
/Product Code IA-GUA-T-101
Armed with two Vanquisher Cannons, Twin Linked Heavy Stubber and two weapon sponsons. Includes two man resin crew. Model designed by Daren Parrwood. Crew models designed by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £97.85 (€125.00, US$160.00)

IMPERIAL MACHARIUS VULCAN HEAVY TANK
/Product Code IA-GUA-T-0102
Armed with a Vulcan Mega-Bohler, Twin Linked Heavy Stubber and two weapon sponsons. Includes two man resin crew. Model designed by Daren Parrwood. Crew models designed by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £93.00 (€120.00, US$155.00)
VANAEHEIM PATTERN GRIFFON
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-051)
This is a complete plastic and resin kit of an Imperial Guard Vanaeheim pattern Griffin heavy mortar carrier. The model features a fully detailed interior and 12 shells of varying type. Model designed by Daren Parnwood.
Price: £39.15 ($50.00, US$65.00)

RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS TURRET
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-037)
Model designed by Tony Costrell
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-037)
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$20.00)
COMPLETE KIT WITH MARS ALPHA HULL
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-038)
Price: £39.15 ($50.00, US$65.00)

BOMBARD
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-051)
This is a complete plastic and resin kit of an Imperial Guard Bombard. The model features a fully detailed interior, opening breech and ammo loading crane. Model designed by Daren Parnwood.
Price: £53.85 ($70.00, US$90.00)

MARS ALPHA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-036)
Conversion kit for Leman Russ (Vanquisher turret shown NOT included). Model designed by Tony Costrell.
Price: £13.70 ($18.00, US$23.00)

CONQUEROR GRYPHONNE IV
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-001)
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$20.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-003)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

EXECUTIONER
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-017)
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$20.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-064)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

VANQUISHER GRYPHONNE IV
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-002)
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$20.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-004)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

VANQUISHER STYgies VIII
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-010)
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$20.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-060)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

EXTERMINATOR GRYPHONNE IV
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-030)
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$20.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-066)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

DESTROYER TANK HUNTER
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-003)
Price: £19.55 ($25.00, US$32.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-005)
Price: £35.25 ($46.00, US$58.00)

THUNDERER SIEGE TANK
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-011)
Price: £19.55 ($25.00, US$32.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-061)
Price: £37.20 ($48.00, US$61.00)

ATLAS RECOVERY TANK
Model designed by Tony Costrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-078)
Price: £25.45 ($33.00, US$42.00)
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-067)
Price: £41.10 ($53.00, US$66.00)
SALAMANDER COMMAND VEHICLE
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-004)
Price: £19.55 ($25.00, US$32.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-056)
Price: £31.30 ($41.00, US$52.00)

SALAMANDER SCOUT VEHICLE
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-006)
Price: £19.55 ($25.00, US$32.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-058)
Price: £31.30 ($41.00, US$52.00)

MEDUSA SELF-PROPELLED HEAVY MORTAR
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-018)
Price: £19.55 ($25.00, US$32.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-065)
Price: £37.20 ($48.00, US$60.00)

HYDRA FLAK TANK
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-007)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-059)
Price: £41.10 ($53.00, US$66.00)

MANTICORE MISSILE TANK
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-013)
Price: £29.35 ($38.00, US$48.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-062)
Price: £41.10 ($53.00, US$66.00)

ARTEMIA PATTERN HELLHOUND
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-073)
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood
Price: £41.10 ($53.00, US$66.00)

GRAIA PATTERN HELLHOUND
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-072)
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood
Price: £41.10 ($53.00, US$66.00)

ARMAGEDDON PATTERN BASILISK
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-042)
Armageddon pattern enclosed Basilisk.
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £48.95 ($64.00, US$80.00)

ARMAGEDDON PATTERN MEDUSA
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-044)
Armageddon pattern enclosed Medusa.
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £48.95 ($64.00, US$80.00)

CHIMERA AUTOCANNON TURRET
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-023)
This is a four part resin conversion kit for the plastic Chimera tank.
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)

CHIMERA HEAVY FLAMER TURRET
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-022)
This is a four part resin conversion kit for the plastic Chimera tank.
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)

CHIMERA HEAVY BOLT TURRET
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-021)
This is a four part resin conversion kit for the plastic Chimera tank.
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)
VANAHEIM PATTERN MEDUSA
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-039)
Price: £21.55 (£28.00, US$36.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-069)
Price: £39.15 (£51.00, US$65.00)

VANAHEIM PATTERN BASILISK GUN SHIELD
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-049)
This is a 2 part resin conversion kit for the plastic Basilisk tank. Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
Price: £7.85 (£10.00, US$13.00)

SENTINEL WITH MISSILE LAUNCHER
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-050)
This is a complete multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

SENTINEL POWERLIFTER
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-024)
This is a complete multi-part resin and plastic kit. Missile not included. Model designed by Tim Adcock.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

SENTINEL WITH ROCKET POD
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-049)
This is a complete multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

CHIMERA INTERIOR DETAIL KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-031)
This is a multi-part conversion kit for the Imperial Chimera plastic kit. Model designed by Vincent Kermorgant.
Price: £21.55 (£28.00, US$36.00)

TROJAN SUPPORT VEHICLE
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-016)
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-063)
Price: £37.20 (£48.00, US$60.00)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS TURRETS
Price: £11.75 (£15.00, US$19.00)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS ANNihilAtor TURRET
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-016)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS DEMOLISHER TURRET
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-011)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS EXTERMINATOR TURRET
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-009)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS EXECUTIONER TURRET
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-008)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS TURRET
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-006)

MODIFIED RYZA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS VANQUISHER TURRET
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-007)
ACCESSORY PACKS
Price: £4.90 (£6.50, US$8.00)
per pack. Unless otherwise stated

TESTED COMMS
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-020)

TANK TOW CABLES
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-023)

SEARCHLIGHTS
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-007)

IMPERIAL FUEL CANS
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-021)

PURITY SEALS
(Product Code IA-ING-A-008)

GRENADE AMMO CRATES X4
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-011)

AUXILIARY FUEL TANKS
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-013)

CLOSED AMMUNITION CRATES X4
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-004)

PACKS AND ROLLS
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-014)

TOOL AND AMMO BOXES
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-015)

CHIMERA REAR EAGLE DOOR
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-024)

CHIMERA ARMoured SKIRTS
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-035)
Price: £8.90 (£11.50, US$14.50)

IMPERIAL GUARD MINE PLOUGH
(Product Code IA-IAC-A-032)
Price: £11.75 (£15.00, US$19.00)

IMPERIAL GUARD TRANSFER SHEETS
The sheets contain over 1000 symbols, which include such things as kill markings or Imperial Slogans, to name but a few.
Price: £5.85 (£7.50, US$9.50)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
TRANSFER SHEET
(Product Code DE-DKK-A-001)
A two colour white and red A4 (approximately 11.5 inches by 8 inches) The sheets contain over 1000 symbols, which include such things as Mine Field Signs or Trench Sector Markings.
Price: £7.85 (£10.00, US$13.00)

(White Code DE-GUA-A-001)
(Black Code DE-GUA-A-002)
DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG INFANTRY SQUAD ADVANCING
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-001)
Price: £34.25 (€45.00, US$57.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG GRENADIER SQUAD
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-023)
Price: £34.25 (€45.00, US$57.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG GRENADIER HEAVY FLAMER TEAM
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-025)
2 man resin multi-part team Models designed by Simon Egan, Will Hayes and Mark Bedford
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG GRENADIER MELTAGUN AND HEAVY STUBBER
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-029)
2 man resin multi-part models designed by Simon Egan, Will Hayes and Mark Bedford
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG INFANTRY SQUAD AT EASE
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-032)
Price: £34.25 (€45.00, US$57.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG COMMAND SQUAD
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-024)
5 man resin multi-part Death Korps of Krieg command squad with Junior Officer, Vox Operator, Plasma Gunner, Melta Gunner and Standard Bearer. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £21.55 (€28.00, US$35.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG THUDD GUN CREW
(Product Code IA-DKK-C-003)
Three Death Korps of Quad Launcher crew with Thudd Gun ammo for use with the Thudd Gun. Complete resin kit. Models designed by the Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$18.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ARTILLERY CREW
(Product Code IA-DKK-C-001)
Three Death Korps of Krieg Artillery crew with shells and equipment specifically designed for use with Heavy Mortars. Complete resin kit. Models designed by the Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$18.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG CENTAUR ARTILLERY TRACTOR
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-082)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes. Crew designed by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £33.30 (€43.00, US$55.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG GRENADIER CENTAUR LIGHT ASSAULT CARRIER
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-019)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes. Crew designed by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £39.15 (€51.00, US$65.00)
DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG QUARTEARMAST MR AND RETINUE
(Product Code IA-DKK-1-031)
Death Korps of Krieg Quartermaster with three
Servitors and an injured Korpsman. Models
designed by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £25.45 (£33.00, US$42.00).

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG COMMAND HQ SQUAD
(Product Code IA-DKK-1-027)
5 man resin multi-part Death Korps of Krieg command
squad with Senior Officer, Vox Operator, Standard
Bearer and 2 Guardsmen. Models designed by Simon
Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £25.45 (£33.00, US$42.00).

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG COMMISSAR TANK COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-DKK-C-005)
Death Korps of Krieg Commissar Tank Commander.
Models designed by Simon Egan.

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG COMMISSAR
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-032)
Death Korps of Krieg Commissar includes Sword or Laspistol
options. Models designed by Simon Egan.

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG COMMISSAR
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-034)
Death Korps of Krieg Commissar includes Sword or
Laspistol options. Models designed by Simon Egan.

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG DEATH RIDERS SQUAD
(Product Code IA-DKK-R-006)
Squad of 8 Death Korps of Krieg Death Riders.
Models designed by Simon Egan, Daniel Cockersell
and Will Hayes.
Price: £48.95 (£65.00, US$80.00).

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ENGINEERS
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-033)
Squad of 5 Death Korps of Krieg Engineers. Models
designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00).

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG DEATH RIDERS
Price: £17.75 (£23.00, US$29.00) each.

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
DEATH RIDER 1/QUARTERMASTER
(Product Code IA-DKK-R-001)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
DEATH RIDER 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-R-002)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
DEATH RIDER 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-R-003)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
DEATH RIDER 4
(Product Code IA-DKK-R-004)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
DEATH RIDER 5
(Product Code IA-DKK-R-005)
DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG

HEAVY WEAPON TEAMS
Models designed by Simon Bevan, Will Haynes and Mark Bedford.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00) each.

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG LASCANNON TEAM 1
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-004)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG LASCANNON TEAM 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-009)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG LASCANNON TEAM 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-014)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY BOLTER TEAM 1
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-003)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY BOLTER TEAM 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-008)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY BOLTER TEAM 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-013)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG AUTOCANNON TEAM 1
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-005)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG AUTOCANNON TEAM 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-011)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG AUTOCANNON TEAM 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-016)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG MORTAR TEAM 1
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-007)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG MORTAR TEAM 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-012)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG MORTAR TEAM 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-017)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY EBTER TEAM 1
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-000)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY EBTER TEAM 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-005)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY EBTER TEAM 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-010)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY EBTER TEAM 1
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-000)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY EBTER TEAM 2
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-005)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY EBTER TEAM 3
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-010)
GORGON ARMOURED ASSAULT TRANSPORT
Super Heavy Transport able to carry 50 troops into battle.
Model designed by Daren Parwood, crew by Simon Egan and Mark Bedford

GORGON WITH SPONSORS
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-080)
Price: £97.85 (£125.00, US$160.00)

GORGON WITH MORTARS
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-079)
Price: £97.85 (£125.00, US$160.00)

GORGON ARMOURED WITH MORTARS AND INFANTRY
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-027)
As IA-GUA-T-079 but includes Infantry strips.
Price: £132.15 (£170.00, US$220.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG INFANTRY SQUADS FOR GORGON
(Product Code IA-DKK-I-030)
Five squads of Death Korps of Krieg. These infantry come attached in strips. Models designed by Simon Egan and Daren Parwood.
Price: £47.00 (£60.00, US$78.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG MARS ALPHA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-013)
Includes filter, trench rail modification and a Death Korps of Krieg Tank commander with Heavy Stubby.
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £47.00 (£60.00, US$78.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG PHAETON PATTERN LEMAN RUSS
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-012)
A modified Phaeton Pattern Leman Russ with engine modifications, filter and trench rail, kill Heavy Bolter option and a Death Korps of Krieg Tank commander with Heavy Stubby. Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £39.15 (£50.00, US$65.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG MARS ALPHA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS DEMOLISHER
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-018)
Includes filter, trench rail modification and a Death Korps of Krieg Tank commander with Heavy Stubby.
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £47.00 (£60.00, US$78.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG MARS ALPHA PATTERN LEMAN RUSS EXTERMINATOR
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-006)
Includes filter, trench rail modification and a Death Korps of Krieg Tank commander with Heavy Stubby.
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £47.00 (£60.00, US$78.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG TANK COMMANDER WITH HEAVY STUBBER
(Product Code IA-DKK-C-002)
Warhammer 40,000 scale tank commander includes Cupola and hatches.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.80 (£13.00, US$16.00)

ENGINE FILTERS
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-004)
Engine filters upgrade for the Leman Russ. Models designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £3.85 (£6.00, US$10.00)

TRENCH RAILS
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-005)
Trench rail upgrade for the Leman Russ. Models designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £3.85 (£6.00, US$10.00)
DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG

IMPERIAL QUAD LAUNCHER ‘THUDD GUN’ (Product Code IA-GUA-T-084)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £18.60 (£24.00, US$31.00)

IMPERIAL QUAD LAUNCHER WITH CENTAUR ARTILLERY TRACTOR
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-020)
Complete resin kit of a Quad Launcher (IA-GUA-T-084) with Death Korps of Krieg Crew (IA-DKK-C-003) and Centaur Artillery Tractor (IA-GUA-T-082).
Price: £36.70 (£47.00, US$59.00)

IMPERIAL HEAVY MORTAR
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-083)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes and Daren Panwood.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$25.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY MORTAR WITH CREW AND CENTAUR
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-001)
Complete resin kit of a Heavy Mortar (IA-GUA-T-083) with Death Korps of Krieg Crew (IA-DKK-C-001) and Centaur Artillery Tractor (IA-GUA-T-082).
Price: £55.80 (£73.00, US$92.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ENGINEERS MOLE LAUNCHER
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-035)
Complete multi-part resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes, Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £9.90 (£13.00, US$16.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG ENGINEERS HADES BREACHING DRILL
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-116)
Complete multi-part resin kit. Figure shown for scale purposes only. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £25.45 (£33.00, US$42.00)

HEAVY ARTILLERY CARRIAGE WITH EARTHSHAKER CANNON WITH CREW AND TROJAN
(Product Code IA-DKK-T-025)
Huge towable artillery carriage mounting the Earthshaker Cannon. Includes Shell pallet, 6 Earthshaker shells, heavy duty tow-hitch and lift-hook for the Trojan. Heavy Artillery Crew, Small Chain and Trojan Support Vehicle.
Price: £102.75 (£135.00, US$170.00)

HEAVY ARTILLERY CARRIAGE WITH MEDUSA SIEGE GUN
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-080)
Huge towable artillery carriage mounting the Medusa Siege Gun. Includes Shell trolley, three Medusa shells, Ammo Box, heavy duty tow-hitch and lift-hook for the Trojan. Heavy Artillery Crew, Small Chain and Trojan Support Vehicle.
Price: £102.75 (£135.00, US$170.00)

HEAVY ARTILLERY CARRIAGE WITH EARTHSHAKER CANNON
(Product Code IA-GUA-T-091)
Price: £60.70 (£79.00, US$100.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG HEAVY ARTILLERY CREW
(Product Code IA-DKK-C-004)
Five Death Korps of Krieg Heavy Artillery crew with Range Finder and Vox Caster. Earthshaker shells shown from Heavy Artillery Carriage with Earthshaker Cannon (not included).
Complete resin kit. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £17.60 (£23.00, US$29.00)
DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG
COMMAND UPGRADE SET
(Product Code IA-DKK-A-003)
Set includes 5 Command Shoulder Pads, 1 left hand Las Pistol, 1 right hand Las Pistol, 1 Individual Las Pistol, 1 left hand Plasma Pistol, 1 right hand Plasma Pistol, 1 individual Plasma Pistol, 1 holstered pistol, 1 right hand Power Sword, 1 individual Power Sword, 1 left hand Chainsword and 1 individual Chainsword.
Models Designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan
Price: £8.80 (€11.00, US$15.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG EQUIPMENT SET
(Product Code IA-DKK-A-002)
Set includes 2 Melta Bombs, 3 Kraiger Grenades, 5 Frag Grenades, 5 Pouches, 4 Vox Casters with headsets, 4 Demo Charges, 2 Heavy Stubber Magazines, 2 Heavy Bolter Ammo Boxes, 1 Autocannon Magazine, 1 pair of binoculars and 5 Knives. Models Designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

DEATH KORPS OF KRIEG WEAPONS SET
(Product Code IA-DKK-A-001)
Set includes 5 Lasguns, plus a Grenade Launcher, Flamer, Plasma Gun and Meltagun with and without arms. Models Designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan
Price: £11.75 (€16.00, US$19.00)

ELYSIAN RESPIRATOR HEADS
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-023)
Models Designed by Will Hayes
Price: £8.80 (€11.00, US$15.00)

ELYSIAN DROP TROOP SQUAD
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-002)
10 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with Sergeant, Vox Caster, Grenade Launcher and Demolition Charge. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £35.25 (€46.00, US$58.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND SQUAD
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-004)
5 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with Officer, Medic, Meltagun and Vox-caster. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £21.55 (€28.00, US$36.00)

ELYSIAN COMMAND HQ
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-014)
5 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad including Senior Officer, Medic, Plasma Gun and Vox-caster. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £21.55 (€28.00, US$36.00)

ELYSIAN SPECIAL WEAPON SQUAD
(FLAMERS AND DEMO CHARGE)
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-010)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 2 Flamers and 1 Demo Charge. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

ELYSIAN MISSILE SQUAD
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-012)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Missile Launchers. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £26.45 (€34.00, US$44.00)

ELYSIAN MELTAGUN SQUAD
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-016)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 Meltagunners. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

ELYSIAN MORTAR SQUAD
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-008)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 mortars. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £26.45 (€34.00, US$44.00)

ELYSIAN SNIPER SQUAD
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-006)
6 man resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troop squad with 3 snipers and 3 spotters. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes
Price: £23.50 (€31.00, US$39.00)
ELYSIAN DROP TROOPS

**ELYSIAN LASCUTTERS AND SCANNER**
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-022)
4 resin multi-part Elysian Drop Troops with 3 Lascutters and 1 Scanner.
Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

**ELYSIAN DROP SENTINEL**
(Product Code IA-ELY-Y-001)
The Drop Sentinel has a more compact design to allow it to be accommodated within a Valkyrie AAC. The Sentinel also features integrated Grav Chute mechanism to decelerate the Sentinel's fall during the final stages of an aerial drop. Complete resin and plastic kit including a choice of weapons.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

**ELYSIAN VETERANS WITH SHOTGUNS**
(Product Code IA-ELY-I-020)
Pack includes 5 Shotguns and 1 Melta Gun.
Models Designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

**ELYSIAN EQUIPMENT PACK**
(Product Code IA-ELY-A-004)
Pack includes 10 Kroot Grenades, 4 equipment pouches, 1 Medipack with Blanket, 1 Medipack, 2 packed Demolition Charges, 1 Demolition Charge, 1 Heavy Bolter magazine box, 1 monococular, 1 missile tube, 4 large Equipment packs, 6 smaller equipment packs. Models Designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £9.80 (£13.00, US$16.00)

**ELYSIAN WEAPON PACK**
(Product Code IA-ELY-A-003)
Pack includes 2 Sniper Rifles, 2 Plasma Guns, 2 Melta Guns, 2 Flamers, 2 Grenade Launchers, 2 Lascannon with Grenade Launchers, 4 Lascannon, 2 Lasptols with holsters and 6 sets of Bipod legs.
Models Designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £11.75 (£15.00, US$19.00)

**ELYSIAN DROP ZONE EQUIPMENT**
(Product Code IA-ELY-A-005)
Pack includes Drop Canister with a choice of Heavy Bolter or Mortar interior, Drop Canister Grav Chute, 4 Landing Beacons and 1 Drop Zone Transponder.
Models Designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £14.70 (£19.00, US$24.00)

**GRAV-CHUTE PACK**
Pack of resins Grav-Chutes.
Models Designed by Will Hayes.

**PACK OF 5**
(Product Code IA-ELY-A-002)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

**PACK OF 10**
(Product Code IA-ELY-A-001)
Price: £8.80 (£11.00, US$15.00)
FIGURES

TITAN TECH PRIEST
(Product Code IA-CRW-C-012)
Warhammer 40,000 scale Titan Tech Priest. 9 part resin model including Bolt pistol and Servo Skull. Cast on an integral terrain base.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, USS$15.00)

CADIAN CREW ON FOOT
(Product Code IA-CRW-C-011)
Warhammer 40,000 scale Titan Crew. Pack of 3 models including 1 Princeps and 2 Moderati cast on integral terrain bases.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £13.70 ($18.00, USS$23.00)

CADIAN CHIMERA COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-CRW-C-015)
Warhammer 40,000 scale tank commander.
Sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £6.90 ($9.00, USS$12.00)

COMMISSAR TANK COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-CRW-C-010)
Warhammer 40,000 scale tank commander.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £4.90 ($6.00, USS$8.00)

CADIAN HARDENED VETERANS WITH SHOTGUNS
(Product Code IA-CAD-I-001)
Price: £10.75 ($14.00, USS$18.00)

CADIAN COMMAND SQUAD
(Product Code IA-CAD-I-005)
5 man resin multi-part Cadian squad with officer, Melita gunner, guardsman, Master Vox, Scener and operator. Wires shown for the Master Vox are not included.
Models designed by Mark Bedford and Daren Parrwood.
Price: £23.50 ($31.00, USS$39.00)

CADIAN SPECIAL WEAPONS WITH RESPIRATORS
(Product Code IA-CAD-I-004)
A pack of 2 complete resin Cadians with Respirators, one model is armed with a Melita gun and the other is armed with a Plasma gun. Models designed by Will Hayes, Daniel Cockersell, Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, USS$15.00)

CADIAN INFANTRY UPGRADE PACK
(Product Code IA-CAD-I-002)
A pack of resin accessories to upgrade 10 plastic Cadians including heads, knives, grenades, ammunition and equipment. Plastic Cadians not included. Models designed by Will Hayes, Daniel Cockersell, Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £16.65 ($22.00, USS$27.00)

CADIAN TANK COMMANDERS
(Product Code IA-CAD-C-001)
Pack of 3 multi-part Cadian Tank Commanders. Tank Cupola not included.
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £10.75 ($14.00, USS$18.00)

TALLARN TANK COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-CRW-C-014)
Warhammer 40,000 scale tank commander.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £1.90 ($6.00, USS$8.00)

CADIAN INFANTRY SQUAD WITH RESPIRATORS UPGRADE PACK
(Product Code IA-CAD-I-003)
A pack of resin accessories to upgrade 10 plastic Cadians including heads with respirators, knives, grenades, ammunition and equipment. Plastic Cadians not included.
Models designed by Will Hayes, Daniel Cockersell, Simon Egan and Mark Bedford.
Price: £16.65 ($22.00, USS$27.00)
WARHAMMER 40,000

IMPERIAL THUNDERBOLT HEAVY FIGHTER
(Product Code IA-NAV-F-007)
Model designed by Will Hayes. Pilot sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £78.30 (£100.00, US$130.00)

LIGHTNING IMPERIAL FIGHTER
(Product Code IA-NAV-F-010)
The Lightning kit comes with the option of a centreline Autocannon for its 'Attack' variant or an additional 2 Hellstrike Missiles for its 'Strike' variant. Comes complete with six missiles and four pylons. Model designed by Brian Fawcett. Pilot sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £68.50 (£90.00, US$115.00)

MARAUDER DESTROYER
(Product Code IA-NAV-F-006)
Includes Pilot and Gunners and features two fully moving turrets. Hellstrike Missiles not included.
Model designed by Will Hayes. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £171.30 (£225.00, US$285.00)

MARAUDER IMPERIAL BOMBER
(Product Code IA-NAV-F-004)
Model designed by Will Hayes. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £171.30 (£225.00, US$285.00)

ARVUS LIGHTER
(Product Code IA-NAV-F-009)
Master model by Daren Parnwood.
Price: £50.90 (£66.00, US$84.00)

AQUILA CLASS IMPERIAL LANDER
(Product Code IA-NAV-F-008)
This is a multi-part resin kit. Model designed by Daren Parnwood. Crew sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £83.20 (£100.00, US$130.00)

IMPERIAL GUARD VULTURE GUNSHIP
This is a resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Daren Parnwood.
COMING SOON

IMPERIAL NAVY WEAPONS
Additional weapons for upgrading Vultures, Valkyries, Thunderbolts and LIGHTnings. Sculpted by Daren Parnwood

MULTILASERS
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-016)
Price: £6.85 (£9.00, US$11.00)

FUEL TANKS
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-014)
Price: £5.85 (£7.00, US$9.00)

AUTOCANNONS
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-011)
Price: £6.85 (£9.00, US$11.00)

PUNISHER CANNONS COMING SOON

HUNTER KILLER MISSILES
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-012)
Price: £10.75 (£14.00, US$18.00)

MISSILE LAUNCHERS
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-016)
Price: £5.85 (£7.00, US$9.00)

HEAVY BOMBS
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-013)
Price: £10.75 (£14.00, US$18.00)

HELLSTRIKE MISSILES SET
(Product Code IA-NAV-A-017)
Price: £5.85 (£7.00, US$9.00)
MK IV GREY KNIGHTS DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-D-002)
Price: £23.50 ($31.00, US$39.00)

GREY KNIGHT DREADNOUGHT PSYCCANNON
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-D-003)
Model designed by Will Hayes, symbols by Simon Egan.
Price: £6.85 ($9.90, US$11.00)

GREY KNIGHT DREADNOUGHT CLOSE COMBAT ARM
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-D-004)
Includes Incinerator. Model designed by Will Hayes, symbols by Simon Egan.
Price: £6.85 ($9.90, US$11.00)

GREY KNIGHT LAND RAIDER DOOR SETS
The images show the inside and outside of the front hatch. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00)

GREY KNIGHT LAND RAIDER DOOR SET
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-A-005)

GREY KNIGHT LAND RAIDER DOOR SET2
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-A-006)

INQUISITION RHINO DOORS
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-A-001)
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00)

INQUISITION RHINO REAR DOOR
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-A-003)
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £4.90 ($6.50, US$8.00)

INQUISITION RHINO TOP HATCHES
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-A-002)
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)

INQUISITION LAND RAIDER DOORS
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-A-004)
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00)

REPRESSOR COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-SOB-T-001)
Complete plastic and resin model. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £31.30 ($41.00, US$50.00)

REPRESSOR CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-SOB-T-002)
Conversion kit for the new plastic MkII Rhino. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £20.55 ($27.00, US$34.00)

EXORCIST COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-SOB-T-005)
Complete plastic and resin model. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £27.40 ($36.00, US$45.00)

EXORCIST CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-SOB-T-006)
Conversion kit for the new plastic MkII Rhino. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £16.65 ($22.00, US$27.00)

ORO XOSON INQUISITOR
SOLOMON LOK
(Product Code IA-INA-Q-I-001)
Ordo Xenos Inquisitor that investigated the incident on Betia Anphellon IV. Complete resin kit includes Servo Skull. Models designed by Simon Egan & Will Hayes.
Price: £9.60 ($13.00, US$16.00)

SISTERS OF BATTLE RHINO DOORS
(Product Code IA-SOB-A-001)
2 finely detailed replacement doors and 1 replacement front plate for the plastic MkII Rhino kit. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00)

RHINO REAR DOOR
(Product Code IA-SOB-A-002)
Replacement rear door for the plastic MkII Rhino. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £4.90 ($6.50, US$8.00)

SISTERS OF BATTLE ICONS
(Product Code IA-SOB-A-003)
Price: £5.85 ($7.50, US$9.00)

Sister of Battle Doors Not Included
INQUISITION LORD HECTOR REX AND RETINUE
(Product Code IA-INQ-I-003)
Complete resin multipart figure and 3 figure retinue. Hector Rex model
designed by Simon Egan, retinue models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £27.40 (£36.00, US$45.00)

LAND RAIDER REDEEMER
(COMPLETE KIT)
(Product Code IA-INQ-T-001)
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan.
Price: £58.70 (£78.00, US$97.00)

LAND RAIDER REDEEMER
(CONVERSION KIT)
(Product Code IA-INQ-T-001)
Resin conversion parts for the plastic Land Raider kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan.
Price: £21.55 (£28.00, US$35.00)

WARHAMMER 40,000 PURITY
SEALS
(Product Code IA-INQ-A-008)
Price: £4.90 (£6.00, US$8.00)

WARHAMMER 40,000 SERVO SKULLS
(Product Code IA-INQ-A-007)
Pack of 4 Servo Skulls. Sculpted by Will Hayes.
Price: £4.90 (£6.00, US$8.00)

INQUISITION CHIMERA DOOR AND SYMBOLS
(Product Code IA-INQ-A-009)
Inquisition door
and symbols for the Chimera.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £4.90 (£6.00, US$8.00)

ETCHED IMPERIAL EAGLES
(Product Code BR-40K-A-001)
A sheet of over 50 brass etched
Imperial Eagles of various sizes.
Price: £8.80 (£11.00, US$15.00)

ETCHED LARGE IMPERIAL
EAGLES
Four Large Imperial Eagles and
two Eagle Plaques Etched in
Nickel Silver. Sprue dimensions
are 78mm (2.75 inches) by
114mm (4.5 inches)
Price: £8.80 (£11.00, US$15.00)

ETCHED LARGE IMPERIAL
EAGLES
(Product Code BR-40K-A-003)
Etched Inquisition and Grey Knights
symbols of various sizes. Sprue
dimensions are 80mm (3.2 inches) by
120mm (4.75 inches)
Price: £8.80 (£11.00, US$15.00)

NECRON PYLON
(Product Code IA-NEC-T-001)
Complete resin kit. Approximately
11.5 inches (290mm) tall. Figures
shown for scale reference only.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £85.15 (£110.00, US$140.00)

GREY KNIGHTS TANK COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-INQ-C-001)
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.90 (£12.00, US$15.00)

GREY KNIGHTS DREADNOUGHT
(Product Code IA-INQ-D-001)
Replacement resin torso for the plastic Space
Marine Dreadnought depicting Grey Knights
iconography.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £10.75 (£14.00, US$18.00)
THUNDERHAWK TRANSPORTER
This is a massive model of the Space Marine Thunderhawk Transporter. The model features 8 Grappel arms, a winch and a magnetic clamp. The model has full interior detail and 2 crew figures. Model designed by Daren Parrwood and Tim Adcock.
Price: £386.60 ($505.00, US$640.00)

The Thunderhawk Transporter comes with a set of plain doors plus your choice of Chapter doors from the list below. These are the same as the side doors in the Land Raider door sets. The model also comes with either 2 plastic Rhinos with Chapter doors or 1 plastic Land Raider with Chapter doors.

Blood Angels with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-016
Space Wolves with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-028
Dark Angels with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-024
Black Templars with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-022
Salamanders with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-020
Ultramarines with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-030
Imperial/Crimson Fists with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-018
Imperial Eagles with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-026
Iron Hands with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-032
Raptors with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-037
Red Scorpions with 2 Rhinos - IA-ISM-F-042

Blood Angels with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-017
Space Wolves with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-029
Dark Angels with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-025
Black Templars with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-023
Salamanders with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-021
Ultramarines with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-031
Imperial/Crimson Fists with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-019
Imperial Eagles with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-027
Iron Hands with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-033
Grey Knights with a Land Raider - IA-INQ-F-002
Raptors with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-038
Red Scorpions with a Land Raider - IA-ISM-F-041

THUNDERHAWK GUNSHIP
This is a massive model of the Space Marine Thunderhawk Gunship which measures 19 inches/480mm long and 17 inches/440mm wide. The model has interior detail and 2 crew figures. Model designed by Tim Adcock.
Price: £367.00 ($475.00, US$605.00)

The Thunderhawk Gunship comes with a set of plain doors plus your choice of Chapter doors from the list below. These are the same as the side doors in the Land Raider door sets.

- IA-ISM-F-006 – Blood Angels
- IA-ISM-F-012 – Space Wolves
- IA-ISM-F-010 – Dark Angels
- IA-ISM-F-009 – Black Templars
- IA-ISM-F-008 – Salamanders
- IA-ISM-F-013 – Ultramarines
- IA-ISM-F-007 – Imperial/Crimson Fists
- IA-ISM-F-011 – Imperial Eagles
- IA-INQ-F-001 – Grey Knights
- IA-ISM-F-015 – Iron Hands
- IA-ISM-F-036 – Raptors
- IA-ISM-F-043 – Red Scorpions

LAND SPEEDER TEMPEST
(Product Code IA-ISM-F-014)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £32.30 ($40.00, US$55.00)

DREADNOUGHT DROP POD
(Product Code IA-ISM-F-002)
This is a multi-part resin kit. Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £53.85 ($70.00, US$90.00)

DEATHSTORM DROP POD WITH ASSAULT CANNONS
(Product Code IA-ISM-F-040)
Resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £31.30 ($41.00, US$52.00)

DEATHSTORM DROP POD WITH WHIRLWIND MISSILE LAUNCHERS
(Product Code IA-ISM-F-039)
Resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £31.30 ($41.00, US$52.00)
LAND RAIDER SPACED ARMOUR
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-026)
Extra Armour upgrade for the Land Raider.
Model designed by Will Hayes and Sean Bullough.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

LAND RAIDER REINFORCED ARMOUR
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-025)
Extra Armour upgrade for the Land Raider.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £16.65 (£22.00, US$27.00)

LAND RAIDER PROMETHEUS CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-001)
This is an eight part resin conversion kit for the Land Raider.
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
Price: £16.65 (£22.00, US$27.00)

LAND RAIDER PROMETHEUS COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-033)
This is a complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Tony Cottrell.
Price: £41.10 (£53.00, US$68.00)

HELIOS LAND RAIDER CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-002)
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £14.70 (£19.00, US$24.00)

LAND RAIDER HELIOS COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-032)
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £31.10 (£41.00, US$52.00)

MKIVc PREDATOR
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-018)
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £31.30 (£41.00, US$52.00)

PREDATOR EXTRA ARMOUR (REINFORCED)
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-030)
12 piece Extra Armour upgrade for the Space Marine Predator.
Does not include MKIVc Predator.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £16.65 (£22.00, US$27.00)

DAMOCLES COMMAND RHINO CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-008)
Conversion kit for the new plastic Rhino.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £20.55 (£27.00, US$34.00)

DAMOCLES COMMAND RHINO COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-009)
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £32.20 (£42.00, US$53.00)

RHINO SPACED ARMOUR
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-023)
Extra Armour upgrade for the MkII Rhino.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

RHINO REINFORCED ARMOUR
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-022)
Extra Armour upgrade for the MkII Rhino.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

MKIIc RHINO DOZER BLADE
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-024)
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £8.80 (£11.00, US$15.00)

MK2B LAND RAIDER (COMPLETE KIT)
A complete resin and plastic kit of the MK2B Pre-Heresy pattern Land Raider with a choice of chapter specific doors.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £38.75 (£50.00, US$65.00)

IMPERIAL EAGLES (IA-ISM-T-017)
BLOOD ANGELS (IA-ISM-T-010)
SPACE WOLVES (IA-ISM-T-011)
DARK ANGELS (IA-ISM-T-012)
BLACK TEMPLARS (IA-ISM-T-013)
SALAMANDER (IA-ISM-T-014)
ULTRAMARINES (IA-ISM-T-015)
IMPERIAL CRIMSON FISTS (IA-ISM-T-016)
IRON HANDS LAND RAIDER (IA-ISM-T-030)
RED SCORPIONS (IA-ISM-T-035)

IMPERIAL FIST DOORS, RHINO KIT AND SPACED ARMOUR NOT INCLUDED
SPACE MARINE ETCHED BRASS
Sprue dimensions are 80mm (3.2 inches) by 120mm (4.75 inches) Price: £8.80 / €11.00, US$15.00 each.

SPACE WOLVES
Product Code BR-40K-A-005

RED SCORPIONS
Product Code BR-40K-A-004

DARK ANGELS
Product Code BR-40K-A-014

ULTRAMARINES

BLOOD ANGELS
Product Code BR-40K-A-008

BLACK TEMPLARS
Product Code BR-40K-A-007

DARK ANGEL ICON PACKS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-031)
Dark Angels icons are great for customising your Dark Angels force especially
Sculpted by Simon Egans.
Price: £8.85 (€11.00, US$15.00)

RED SCORPIONS MARINE SYMBOLS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-036)
A pack of eight large Red Scorpions symbols, eight smaller Red Scorpions symbols and twelve purity
seals. Models designed by Simon Egans.
Price: £8.80 (€11.00, US$15.00)

SPACE WOLVES TERMINATOR CONVERSION SET
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-007)
Replacement shoulder pads and torso for the plastic
Terminators depicting Chapter Iconography.
Models designed by Simon Egans.
Price: £16.65 (€22.00, US$27.00)

SPACE MARINE ICON PACKS
Space Marine icons are great for customising your Space Marines force especially
Sculpted by Simon Egans.
Price: £5.85 (€7.00, US$10.00) each

BLOOD ANGELS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-033)

IMPERIAL/CRIMSON FIST
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-032)

IRON HANDS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-034)

SPACE WOLVES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-028)

BLACK TEMPLARS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-029)

ULTRA MARINES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-027)

RED SCORPIONS MARINE SHOULDER PADS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-013)
Replacement shoulder pads for the plastic Space
Marines with Chapter Iconography.
Models designed by Simon Egans.
Price: £7.85 (€10.00, US$13.00)

SPACE MARINE DREADNOUGHT BASES
Model designed by Simon Egans.
Price: £4.90 (€6.00, US$8.00) each

DREADNOUGHT BASE
(Product Code XX-ACC-A-022)

TERMINATOR SHOULDER PADS AND ACCESSORIES
Replacement shoulder pads for the plastic Terminators depicting Chapter Iconography. Models designed by Simon Egans.
Price: £7.85 (€10.00, US$13.00) each

BLACK TEMPLARS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-011)

RED SCORPIONS TERMINATOR
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-009)

BLACK TEMPLARS TERMINATOR STORM SHIELDS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-012)

ULTRAMARINE
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-001)

BLOOD ANGELS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-005)

DEATHWING
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-006)

IMPERIAL/CRIMSON FIST
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-003)

RAPTORS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-002)

SALAMANDERS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-004)
LAND RAIDER DOOR SETS
Sets of 2 side doors and front door for the plastic Land
Raider kit. Sculpted by Simon Egan
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00) each

RED SCORPIONS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-045)
SPACE WOLVES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-002)
BLOOD ANGELS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-001)
ULTRAMARINE
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-006)
TERMINATOR
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-040)
CRIMSON / IMPERIAL FIST
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-007)
BLACK TEMPLAR
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-004)
BLACK TEMPLAR SET 2
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-043)
DARK ANGELS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-003)
IRON HANDS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-038)
IMPERIAL EAGLE
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-008)
RAPTORS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-039)
SALAMANDER
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-005)

RHINO REAR
DOORS
Replacement rear door for the
plastic Rhino kit
Sculpted by Simon Egan
Price: £4.90 ($6.00, US$8.00) each

BLACK TEMPLARS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-019)
IMPERIAL EAGLE
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-021)
ULTRAMARINES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-020)

RHINO DOOR
SETS
Sets of 2 side doors and front
plate for the plastic Rhino kit.
Sculpted by Simon Egan
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00) each

BLACK TEMPLARS SET 2
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-042)
BLACK TEMPLARS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-012)
IMPERIAL EAGLES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-018)
RAPTORS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-038)
RED SCORPIONS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-045)
DARK ANGELS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-011)
ULTRAMARINES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-014)
SPACE WOLVES
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-010)
IRON HANDS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-035)
WHITE SCARS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-016)
BLOOD ANGEL
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-009)
SALAMANDERS
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-013)
DEATH COMPANY
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-017)
CRIMSON/IMPERIAL FIST
(Product Code IA-ISM-A-015)
RAZORBACK COMPLETE KIT
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £21.55 (£26.00, US$36.00)

RAZORBACK CONVERSION KIT
Conversion kit for the plastic Rhino.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £11.75 (£15.00, US$19.00)

WHIRLWIND HYPERIUS CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-006)
Conversion kit for the new plastic Rhino.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £16.65 (£22.00, US$27.00)

WHIRLWIND HYPERIUS COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-007)
Complete resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £26.45 (£34.00, US$44.00)

SPACE MARINE TARANTULAS
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00) each

LASCANNON TARANTULA
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-025)

MULTI-MELTA TARANTULA
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-027)

HEAVY BOLTER TARANTULA
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-026)

RED SCORPIONS VANGUARD VETERANS WITH SERGEANT CULLIN
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-014)
Sergeant Cullin and 4 Red Scorpions Vanguard Veterans.
Complete resin and plastic set includes optional helmeted or bare head for Sergeant Cullin. Models designed by Simon Egan and Will Hayes.
Price: £24.45 (£32.00, US$40.00)

AIR DEFENCE COMMAND
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-029)

HYPERIUS AIR DEFENCE PLATFORM
(Product Code IA-ISM-T-028)
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £19.60 (£25.00, US$33.00)

COMMANDER CULLIN OF THE RED SCORPIONS
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-010)
Commander Cullin lead the Red Scorpions in actions against the Tyranids on Beta Anphelion IV. Complete resin multi part kit includes option of helmet and bare head.
Model designed by Daniel Cockersell and Will Hayes.
Price: £11.75 (£15.00, US$19.00)

RED SCORPIONS VETERANS WITH VETERAN SERGEANT HAAS UPGRADE PACK
(Product Code IA-ISM-I-008)
A pack of resin upgrade parts for the plastic Space Marines. Contains enough parts to convert 10 Red Scorpions Veterans and 1 Veteran Sergeant Haas.
Sculpted by Will Hayes & Simon Egusn
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)
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CHAOS

BRASS SCORPION
(Product Code IA-CSM-T-001)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Darren Partridge.
Price: £127.23 (£165.00, US$210.00)

BLOOD SLAUGHTERER
(Product Code IA-CSM-T-003)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Phil Stuchling.
Price: £39.15 (£51.00, US$65.00)

KHORNE DAEMON PRINCE AND HERALD
(Product Code IA-CSM-M-002)
KHORNE DAEMON PRINCE AND HERALD
Model designed by Simon Egan weapon by Will Hayes.
Price: £43.06 (£56.00, US$71.00)

NURGLE DAEMON PRINCE AND HERALD
(Product Code IA-CSM-M-001)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £39.15 (£51.00, US$65.00)

KHORNE WORLD EATERS TERMINATOR LORD ZHUFOR
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-007)
Complete resin kit. Includes option of helmeted or bare head.
Model designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

NURGLE BLIGHT DRONE
(Product Code IA-CSM-T-002)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Darren Partridge.
Price: £34.25 (£45.00, US$77.00)

KHORNE WORLD EATERS MARINES CONVERSION SET
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-003)
Ten Replacement shoulder pad sets and torsos for the plastic Chaos Space Marines, depicting World Eaters and Khorne Iconography. Models designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

KHORNE WORLD EATERS TERMINATORS CONVERSION SET
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-004)
Five Replacement shoulder pad sets and torsos for the plastic Chaos Space Marine Terminators, depicting World Eaters and Khorne Iconography. Models designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

KHORNE CHAIN AXES
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-005)
Ten resin Khorne Chain Axes. Models designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £7.85 (£10.00, US$13.00)

DEATH GUARD CONVERSION SET
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-001)
Ten Replacement shoulder pad sets and torsos for the plastic Chaos Space Marines, depicting Death Guard and Nurglge Iconography. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

DEATH GUARD TERMINATOR CONVERSION SET
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-002)
Five Replacement shoulder pad sets and torsos for the plastic Chaos Space Marine Terminators, depicting Death Guard and Nurglge Iconography. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

NURGLE CHAOS MARINE SORCERER
(Product Code IA-CSM-I-006)
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £9.80 (£13.00, US$16.00)
**CHAOS RHINO REINFORCED ARMOUR**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-011)
Extra Armour upgrade for the MkII Rhino.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.85 (£20.00, US$26.00)

**LAND RAIDER DOOR SETS**
Sets of 2 side doors and front door for the plastic Land Raider kit.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.80 (£13.00, US$16.00) each

**CHAOS RHINO UPGRADE KIT**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-001)
Replacement front plate and rear, interior and side doors for the plastic MkII Rhino kit. Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £14.70 (£19.00, US$24.00)

**CHAOS RHINO SPACED ARMOUR**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-012)
Extra Armour upgrade for the MkII Rhino. Doors shown available separately.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.85 (£20.00, US$26.00)

**LAND RAIDER DOOR SETS**
Sets of 2 side doors and front door for the plastic Land Raider kit.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.80 (£13.00, US$16.00) each

**WARHAMMER 40,000**

**IRON WARRIORS**
Doors Not Included

**WORLD EATERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-017)

**IRON WARRIORS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-018)

**NIGHT LORDS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-019)

**DEATH GUARD**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-013)

**THOUSAND SONS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-021)

**RHINO DOOR SETS**
Sets of 2 side doors and front plate for the plastic Rhino kit.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £8.80 (£13.00, US$16.00) each

**ALPHA LEGION**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-006)

**BLACK LEGION**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-004)

**EMPEROR'S CHILDREN**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-005)

**WORLD EATERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-007)

**THOUSAND SONS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-010)

**WORD BEARERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-003)

**IRON WARRIORS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-007)

**NIGHT LORDS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-008)

**DEATH GUARD**
(Product Code IA-CSM-A-002)
CHAOS DREADNOUGHTS
Resin model of Dreadnought minus weapons. Model designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan
Price: £23.50 (£31.00, US$39.00) each

**EMPEROR'S CHILDREN SONIC DREADNOUGHT**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-020)

**THOUSAND SONS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-008)

**ALPHA LEGION**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-007)

**DEATH GUARD**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-017)

**BLACK LEGION**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-002)

**EMPEROR'S CHILDREN**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-003)

**IRON WARRIORS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-005)

**WORLD EATERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-004)

**NIGHT LORDS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-006)

**WORD BEARERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-001)

---

CHAOS DREADNOUGHT WEAPONS
Model designed by Will Hayes and Simon Egan
Price: £6.85 (£9.00, US$11.00) each

**NURGLE DREADNOUGHT POWER CLAW**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-024)

**NURGLE DREADNOUGHT HEAVY BOLTERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-025)

---

**RIGHT PLASMA CANNON**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-015)

**RIGHT MULTI MELTA**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-016)

**RIGHT CHAINFIST**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-010)

**LEFT CHAINFIST**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-009)

**RIGHT LAS CANNON**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-012)

**RIGHT AUTO CANNONS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-014)

**RIGHT HEAVY MELTA**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-013)

**LEFT MISSILE LAUNCHER**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-011)

**RIGHT DEATH GUARD LAS CANNONS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-018)

**LEFT DEATH GUARD CHAINFIST**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-019)

**RIGHT SONIC BLASTERS**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-022)

**RIGHT BLASTMASTER**
(Product Code IA-CSM-D-021)
RENEGADE MILITIA CONVERSION SET
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-001)
A pack of resin accessories to upgrade 10 plastic Cadians. Set contains 10 head and torso pieces with respirators and Flamer canister. Plastic Cadians not included.
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$19.00)

APSOTATE PREACHERS OF NURGLE
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-007)
A Pack of Apostate Preachers of Nurgle. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

RENAGADE MILITIA WEAPON ARMS
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-002)
A pack of resin accessories to upgrade 10 Chaos Militia models. Pack includes Autoguns, Auto Pistols, Plasma Gun, Melta Gun, close combat arms, Vox Caster torso. Cadian parts and torsos (excluding Vox Caster) not included.
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$19.00)

CHAOS RENAGADE MILITIA ICONS AND ASSAULT WEAPONS
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-003)
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

RENAGADE MILITIA ENFORCERS CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-004)
A Pack of resin pieces to convert the plastic Cadians in to 5 Renegade Militia Enforcers. Resin conversion kit. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £11.75 (€15.00, US$19.00)

RENAGADE MILITIA COMMAND
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-006)
Renegade Militia Command squad includes Champion, standard bearer, Plasma gunner and Vox Caster.
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £23.50 (€31.00, US$39.00)

RENAGDE MILITIA ROGUE PSYKERS
(Product Code IA-CTR-I-005)
A Pack of two resin Rogue Psykers. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

RENAGADE MILITIA ARTILLERY CREW
(Product Code IA-CTR-C-002)
Pack of 3 Renegade Militia Artillery Crew. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

RENAGADE MILITIA VEHICLE CREW
(Product Code IA-CTR-C-001)
Pack of 3 Renegade Militia vehicle Crew. Tank Cupolas not included. Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$16.00)
For Daemons and other Chaos Creatures See the Warhammer Monsters Section of this catalogue.
**ELDAR REVENANT TITAN**
The Eldar Revenant combines high speed with devastating firepower. Complete resin model which can be built in a variety of poses. The model stands approximately 12 inches (300mm) tall to the top of its head. Two head options included. Base not included.
Model designed by Will Hayes, crew sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £166.40 (€215.00, US$275.00)

**ELDAR REVENANT TITAN WITH PULSARS**
(Product Code IA-TTN-E-005)
Armed with 2 Pulsars and a Revenant Missile launcher.

**ELDAR REVENANT TITAN WITH SONIC LANCES**
(Product Code IA-TTN-E-006)
Armed with 2 Sonic Lances and a Revenant Missile launcher.

**WAVESERPENT TURRETS**
Forge World make a full selection a variant Wave Serpent Turrets. Ideal for providing you with more flexibility for your army selection. Conversion kit designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £8.80 (€11.00, US$16.00)

**ELDAR AVATAR**
(Product Code IA-ELD-M-001)
Model designed by Juan Diaz
Price: £48.95 (€64.00, US$81.00)

**ELDAR AVATAR WITH SPEAR**
(Product Code IA-ELD-M-002)
Model designed by Juan Diaz
Price: £48.95 (€64.00, US$81.00)

**ELDAR FIRESTORM**
The Firestorm provides and Eldar army with Anti Aircraft fire should Nightwing fighter support be unavailable.
Model designed by Will Hayes.

**CONVERSION KIT**
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-020)
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

**COMPLETE KIT**
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-021)
Price: £31.30 (€41.00, US$52.00)

**ELDAR NIGHT SPINNER**
Model designed by Will Hayes.

**CONVERSION KIT**
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-001)
Price: £23.50 (€31.00, US$39.00)

**COMPLETE KIT**
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-002)
Price: £38.25 (€50.00, US$68.00)

**ELDAR FALCON TYPE II**
With its potent armament and ability to carry a small squad of fighters, the Falcon is designed to take the fight to the enemy, or to extricate the warriors should resistance prove too fierce. Conversion kit designed by Will Hayes.

**CONVERSION KIT**
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-022)
Price: £13.70 (€18.00, US$23.00)

**COMPLETE KIT**
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-023)
Price: £26.35 (€38.00, US$48.00)

**ELDAR VEHICLE UPGRADE PACK**
(Product Code IA-ELD-A-001)
Includes: Crystal Targeting Matrix, Spirit Stone, Holofield Projectors x4, Vectored Engines x2, Star Eades x2, Shuriken Cannon.
Eldar Falcon Kit shows not included.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £14.70 (€19.00, US$24.00)
ELDAR WAVESERPENT TYPE II
CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-024)
Resin conversion parts for the plastic Waveserpent kit. Model designed by Will Hayes. Price: £13.75 (£18.00, US$23.00)

ELDAR WAVESERPENT TYPE II
COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ELD-T-025)
Complete resin and plastic kit. Model designed by Will Hayes. Price: £29.35 (£38.00, US$48.00)

ELDAR VAMPIRE HUNTER
(Product Code IA-ELD-F-005)
The Vampire Hunter mounts two huge Pulsars to deal with any armoured targets. Wingspan is approximately 420mm (17 inches). Model designed by: Daren Parnwood Price: £213.35 (£275.00, US$350.00)

SCORPION TYPE II
ELDAR SUPER HEAVY GRAV TANK
(Product Code IA-ELD-F-019)
A complete multi-part resin model. Model designed by Will Hayes. Price: £127.25 (£165.00, US$210.00)

ELDAR VAMPIRE RAIDER
(Product Code IA-ELD-F-003)
The Vampire Raider is often used for making swift sorties onto a planet’s surface. It is able to travel at many times the speed of sound, and capable of defending itself from enemy attack. This is a multi-part resin kit. Wingspan is approximately 490mm (17 inches). Model designed by: Daren Parnwood Price: £213.35 (£275.00, US$350.00)

ELDAR COBRA TYPE II
(Product Code IA-ELD-F-027)
Eldar super heavy grav tank armed with a Distortion Cannon. Complete resin kit. Model designed by: Will Hayes Price: £127.25 (£165.00, US$210.00)

VOID DRAGON PHOENIX
(Product Code IA-ELD-F-004)
Model designed by Will Hayes and Mark Bedford. Price: £63.60 (£83.00, US$105.00)

ELDAR PHOENIX
(Product Code IA-ELD-F-002)
This is a multi-part resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes. Price: £63.60 (£83.00, US$105.00)
GARGANTUAN SQUIGGOTH
(Product Code IA-ORK-M-001)
Complete resin kit includes 8 plastic crew. Can be armed with various
guns available separately. Approx. 12 inches (300mm) long.
Sculpted by Daniel Cookesell
Price: £215.30
(€280.00, US$355.00)

SQUIGGOTH
(Product Code IA-ORK-M-002)
Complete resin kit includes 4 plastic crew
Master model by Daniel Cookesell
Price: £88.50 (€109.00, US$135.00)

ORK BATTLE FORTRESS
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-006)
Complete resin kit. Comes complete with Death Roller, 2
Zzap Guns, 1 Kannon, 2 Twin
Linked Big Shootas and 8 crew
Master model by Will Hayes
Price: £185.95 (€240.00
US$305.00)

ORK WARBOSS ON WARBIKE
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-018)
ork Warboss on Jet powered Warbike. Complete resin kit.
Model designed by Will Hayes and Mark Bedford
Price: £37.20 (€48.00, US$61.00)

ORK NOB WARBIKES
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-019)
Complete resin and plastic kits. Models Designed by Will Hayes and Mark Bedford.
Price: £50.00 (€66.00, US$84.00)

ORK WEAPON SETS
This is a multi-part resin kit upgrade for the Battlewagons, Gunwagons and Squiggoths. Master models by Will Hayes
Price: £6.85 (€9.00, US$11.00) per pack

SCORCHAS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-010)

BIG SHOOTAS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-003)

TWIN BIG SHOOTAS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-004)

ORK ROKKIT LAUNCHAS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-012)
ORK 'EAVY GUNZ
This is a multi-part resin kit upgrade for the Battlewagon, Battle Fortress and Squiggots.
Master model by Tony Cotrell.
Price: €10.75 (£14.00, US$15.00)

ORK ZZAP GUN
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-007)

ORK KANNON
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-005)

ORK LOBBA
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-006)

ORK GLYPH PLATES AND DOORS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-009)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$11.00)

ORK STIKKBOMB CHUCKAS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-011)
This is a resin kit upgrade for any Ork vehicle.
Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £4.90 (£6.00, US$8.00)

ORK GROT BOMB
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-002)
This is a multi-part resin kit.
Master model by Will Hayes and Shane Hoyle.
Price: £8.80 (£11.00, US$15.00)

ORK GROT BOMB LAUNCHA
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-004)
This is a multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Master model by Will Hayes and Shane Hoyle.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

ORK FIGHTA-BOMMER
(Product Code IA-ORK-F-002)
This is a multi-part resin kit. Includes pilot and 6 bombs.
Master model by Shane Hoyle.
Price: £33.60 (£45.00, US$57.00)

ORK FIGHTA
(Product Code IA-ORK-F-001)
This is a multi-part resin kit. Includes pilot and 2 missiles.
Master model by Shane Hoyle.
Price: £58.70 (£76.00, US$97.00)

ORK GUNWAGON
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-012)
Price: £35.25 (£46.00, US$58.00)

ORK GUNWAGON WITH ZZAP GUN
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-013)

ORK GUNWAGON WITH KANNON
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-014)

ORK ARMOURED GUNWAGON
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-012)
Price: £37.20 (£48.00, US$58.00)

ORK LOOTED RHINO COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-010)
Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £35.25 (£46.00, US$58.00)

BATTLEWAGON DEATHROLLA
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-002)
Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.65 (£20.00, US$26.00)

ORL GLYPH PLATES AND DOORS
(Product Code IA-ORK-A-009)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$11.00)

ORK GROT BOMB
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-004)
This is a multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Master model by Will Hayes and Shane Hoyle.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

ORK LOOTED RHINO COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-010)
Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £35.25 (£46.00, US$58.00)

ORK ARMOURED GUNWAGON
(Product Code IA-ORK-T-012)
Price: £37.20 (£48.00, US$58.00)
WARHAMMER 40,000 TAU MANTA
(Product Code IA-TAU-F-005)
The Manta is by far the largest model that Games Workshop has ever produced, and
by a long way too! The Manta measures 630mm/25 inches long and has a wingspan
of 960mm/34 inches! Weighing in at 12.5 kilos/28 pounds. The Manta has been
designed to have a fully working and detailed interior. The Manta has two decks: the
upperdeck is where you will find forty-eight seated resin Fire Warriors and six Gun
Drones, overseen by a seated Tau Ethereal. On the lower deck are eight Tau
Battlesuits, two Devilfish troop carriers and two Hammerhead battle-tanks. This
whole deck drops down so the vehicles and Battlesuits can disembark and deploy
rapidly. The kit includes two Devilfish, two Hammerheads, eight Battlesuits, six Gun
Drones and one Black and one White Tau decal sheet.
Model designed by Will Hayes.Crew Models designed by Juan Diaz.
Price: £375.95 (£414.00, US$1449.00)

TAU TIGER SHARK AX-1-0
(Product Code IA-TAU-F-004)
The AX-1-0 mounts 2 large Railguns designed to tackle the heaviest
armour that the Tau Empire may encounter. Model designed by Will
Hayes, pilots sculpted by Juan Diaz.
Price: £132.15 (£170.00, US$220.00)

TAU ORCA DROPSHIP
(Product Code IA-TAU-F-003)
Tau Dropship as featured in the computer game Fire Warrior. Includes 24 seated
Fire Warriors, 8 Drones, 6 Battlesuits, 1 Ethereal and 3 crew.
Model designed by Will Hayes
Price: £288.70 (£375.00, US$475.00)

TAU BARRACUDA
(Product Code IA-TAU-F-001)
This is a multi-part resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £53.60 (£83.00, US$105.00)

TAU AIR CASTE GROUND CREW
(Product Code IA-TAU-A-003)
Pack of two. Sculpted by Juan Diaz
Price: £7.85 (£10.00, US$13.00)

TAU REMORA DRONE STEALTH FIGHTER
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-018)
Pack of two complete resin models. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £31.30 (£41.00, US$52.00)

TAU AIR CASTE PILOTS
(Product Code IA-TAU-A-004)
Pack of three. Sculpted by Juan Diaz
Price: £19.75 (£24.00, US$31.00)
TAU

TAU PIRANHA TX-42
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.

COMPLETE KIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-016)
Price: £26.45 (€34.00, US$44.00)

CONVERSION KIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-015)
Price: £15.65 (€20.00, US$26.00)

PATHFINDER TETRA
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-012)
Complete resin kit. Pack of 2 Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £31.30 (€41.00, US$52.00)

XV88-2 BROADSIDE WITH PLASMA RIFLES
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-006)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £24.45 (€32.00, US$40.00)

TAU XV88-2 BROADSIDE BATTLE SUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-005)
Complete resin kit. Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £24.45 (€32.00, US$40.00)

SHAS'O R'MYR'S BATTLE SUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-004)
Shas'o R'myr's personal Battle suit, supreme commander of the Tau
Sept Coalition on Taros.
Model sculpted by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £21.55 (€28.00, US$35.00)

TAU XV81 CRISIS BATTLE SUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-001)
This is a multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

TAU XV84 CRISIS BATTLE SUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-002)
This is a multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

TAU XV88 CRISIS BATTLE SUIT
(Product Code IA-TAU-D-003)
This is a multi-part resin and plastic kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

TAU DRONE SENTRY TURRETS
Tau Drone controlled Sentry Turret armed
with your choice of weapon system.
These can be built displayed or enclosed.
Complete resin kit.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £19.55 (€25.00, US$32.00)

PLASMA RIFLES
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-007)

FUSION BLASTERS
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-005)

TAU HEAVY GUN DRONES
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-002)
Large Drones armed with twin Burst Cannons.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$18.00)

TAU MARKER DRONES
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-001)
Large Drones armed with a Single Markerlight and Burst Cannon.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$18.00)

MISSILES
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-004)

BURST CANNONS
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-006)
TAU SENSOR TOWER
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-014)
Figure shown for scale purposes only.
Model designed by Daren Parwood
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

TAU DX-4 TECHNICAL DRONE
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-017)
Pack of 2 complete resin models. Model designed by Mark Bedford
Price: £7.85 ($10.00, US$13.00)

TAU HAMMERHEAD DUAL MISSILE POD TURRET
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-011)
Resin conversion kit for the plastic Hammerhead Tank
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

TAU HAMMERHEAD TWIN LINKED PLASMA CANNON TURRET
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-010)
Resin conversion kit for the plastic Hammerhead Tank
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

HAMMERHEAD TWIN LINKED FUSION CANNON TURRET
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-009)
Resin conversion kit for the plastic Hammerhead Tank
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

HAMMERHEAD TWIN LINKED BURST CANNON TURRET
(Product Code IA-TAU-T-008)
Resin conversion kit for the plastic Hammerhead Tank
Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £13.70 ($18.00, US$23.00)

TAU TANK COMMANDER
(Product Code IA-TAU-A-005)
Sculpted by Mark Bedford.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)

TAU VEHICLE UPGRADES
(Product Code IA-TAU-A-002)
This pack comprises two Decoy Launchers and two Flechette Dischargers.
Model designed by Tim Adcock.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)

TAU SEEKER MISSILES
(Product Code IA-TAU-A-001)
This pack contains four Tau Seeker Missiles.
Model designed by Tim Adcock.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)

KROOT GROSS KNARLOC 1
(Product Code IA-TAU-M-001)
kit includes 4 plastic Kroot and 2 Goad sticks.
Sculpted by Daniel Crockersell
Price: £39.15 ($51.00, US$65.00)

KROOT GROSS KNARLOC 2
(Product Code IA-TAU-M-002)
kit includes 4 plastic Kroot and 2 Goad sticks.
Sculpted by Daniel Crockersell
Price: £39.15 ($51.00, US$65.00)

KROOT BOLT THROWER GREAT KNARLOC
(Product Code IA-TAU-M-003)
Kit includes 2 plastic Kroot riders.
Sculpted by Daniel Crockersell
Price: £41.10 ($53.00, US$68.00)

KROOT BAGGAGE GROSS KNARLOC
(Product Code IA-TAU-M-004)
Sculpted by Daniel Crockersell
Price: £39.15 ($51.00, US$65.00)

KROOT KNARLOC RIDERS
(Product Code IA-TAU-M-005)
Complete resin and plastic kits.
Models designed by Daniel Crockersell.
Price: £43.05 ($56.00, US$71.00)

TAU TRANSFERS
Over 600 symbols on an A4 (210mm by 297mm)
sheets available in black or White.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)
TYRANID HIEROPHANT BIO TITAN
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-007)
The Hierophant is amongst the largest and most formidable of the Tyranid Bio creatures faced by ground forces. A complete multi-part resin kit, standing approximately 10 inches (255mm) tall. Figures shown for scale purposes only, base not included.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £205.55 ($265.00, US$340.00)

TYRANID HARRIDAN
(Product Code IA-TYR-F-003)
Complete resin model. Approximately 18 inches (450mm) long. Comes with 4 Gargoyle clusters.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £205.55 ($265.00, US$340.00)

TYRANID BARBED HERODULE
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-002)
A complete multi-part resin model. Approximately 10 inches (220mm) long.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £83.20 ($110.00, US$135.00)

TYRANID SCYTHED HERODULE
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-001)
A complete multi-part resin model. Approximately 10 inches (220mm) long.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £83.20 ($110.00, US$135.00)

TRYGON
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-008)
A complete multi-part resin model measuring over 140mm/5.5 inches in length. Armed with 6 Scything Talons adapted to aid tunneling. Model designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £76.35 ($99.00, US$125.00)

MALENTHROPE
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-009)
A complete multi-part resin model
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £39.15 ($51.00, US$65.00)
CARNIFEX RAM CARAPACE & SCYTHE TAIL  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-014)  
Price: £11.75 (€15.00, US$19.00)

CARNIFEX WRECKING BALL LEFT ARM  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-012)  
Price: £8.80 (€11.00, US$15.00)

CARNIFEX WRECKER LEFT CLAW  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-013)  
Price: £6.85 (€9.00, US$11.00)

CARNIFEX WRECKER RIGHT CLAW  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-011)  
Price: £6.85 (€9.00, US$11.00)

CARNIFEX WRECKER CONVERSION PARTS  
These mighty wrecking appendages aid the Hive mind in breaching barricades and destroying buildings.  
Models designed by Daniel Cockersall

STONE-CRUSHER CARNIFEX WITH WRECKER CLAWS  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-016)  
Complete resin and plastic kit  
Price: £41.10 (€53.00, US$68.00)

STONE-CRUSHER CARNIFEX WITH WRECKING BALL  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-015)  
A complete resin and plastic kit  
Price: £44.05 (€57.00, US$73.00)

TYRANID WARRIOR WINGS  
(Product Code IA-TYR-I-001)  
A pack of 3 pairs of wings for plastic Tyrant Warriors. (Tyrant Warriors not included), Model designed by Mark Bedford  
Price: £13.70 (€18.00, US$23.00)

WINGED HIVE TYRANT  
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-003)  
A complete multi-part resin model with a wingspan measuring approximately 305cm/12 inches. Armed with a Venom Cannon and Scything Talons incorporated in the wings.  
Sculpted by Simon Egan.  
Price: £53.85 (€70.00, US$89.00)
WINGED HIVE TYRANT WITH SCYTHING TALONS
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-005)
A complete multi-part resin model with 2 Scything Talons and 2 Taloned Wings.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £53.85 (€70.00, US$89.00)

HIVE TYRANT WITH VENOM CANNON
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-006)
A complete multi-part resin model with 2 Scything Talons and a Venom Cannon.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £39.15 (€51.00, US$65.00)

HIVE TYRANT WITH SCYTHING TALONS
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-004)
A complete multi-part resin model with 4 Scything Talons.
Sculpted by Simon Egan.
Price: £39.15 (€51.00, US$65.00)

TYRANID RIPPER SWARMS
(Product Code IA-TYR-I-002)
Pack of 3 Ripper Swarms. Complete resin models with 3 40mm plastic bases.
Models designed by Daniel Cockerell.
Price: £14.70 (€19.00, US$24.00)

TYRANID RIPPER SWARMS
(Product Code IA-TYR-I-003)
Pack of 5 individual Rippers. Complete multi-part resin models.
Models designed by Daniel Cockerell.
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

TYRANID RIPPER SWARMS
(Product Code IA-TYR-I-004)
Pack of 6 individual Rippers with wings. Complete multi-part resin models.
Models designed by Daniel Cockerell.
Price: £16.65 (€22.00, US$27.00)

TYRANID MEIOTIC SPORES
(Product Code IA-TYR-T-010)
A pack of 3 floating spore sacks. Model designed by Mark Bedford. More pictures are available.
Price: £14.70 (€19.00, US$24.00)

TYRANID SPORE CHIMNEY
(Product Code TR-40K-S-025)
This is a complete 4 piece resin model (Termagant model shown for scale only).
Model designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £31.85 (€47.00, US$66.00)

TYRANID CAPILLARY TOWERS (3)
(Product Code TR-40K-S-024)
The set includes 3 one piece resin models (Termagant model shown for scale purposes only).
Model designed by Simon Egan.
Price: £35.25 (€49.00, US$66.00)

TYRANID BROOD NEST
(Product Code TR-40K-S-061)
This is a complete resin model. Model designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £10.75 (€14.00, US$18.00)
IMPERIAL FORTRESS WALLS
(Product Code TR-40K-S-058)
Huge Imperial Fortified wall set. Tanks and figures shown for scale purposes only. See our online store or phone our sales line
++44 113 9168177 for more details. Model designed by Daren Partridge and Simon Harris.
Price: £39.65 (£65.00, US$105.00)
For more pictures please check our website http://www.fergeworld.co.uk

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM
Modular Trench system that features a wide range of options and combinations including fortified firing posts, Death Korps heavy weapons, as well as trench equipment, ladders and a bunker strongpoint. The huge flexibility of the Trench System allows you to create your own unique network of trenches and fortifications for your battles and is intended to be used a part of a purpose made board in conjunction with other terrain.
These are designed to be recessed into a foam terrain board. A quick guide for doing so can be found on our website at http://www.fergeworld.co.uk/trenchtut.htm

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM - TRENCH BUNKER
(Product Code TR-40K-S-058)
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM - TRENCH SET 1
(3X STRAIGHTS, 2X CORNERS)
(Product Code TR-40K-S-087)
Three straight sections (approximately 140 mm/5.5 inches long an interior width of 45mm/1.75 inches) and two, three way corner sections.
Price: £34.25 (£45.00, US$57.00)

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM - TRENCH END WITH GUN MOUNT
(Product Code TR-40K-S-088)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM - TRENCH END WITH LADDER X2
(Product Code TR-40K-S-093)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM - TRENCH SUPPORT STRUT WITH LIGHT X6
(Product Code TR-40K-S-090)
Price: £4.90 (£6.00, US$8.00)

IMPERIAL TRENCH SYSTEM - LADDERS, FIRING STEPS & BRIDGES
(Product Code TR-40K-S-091)
Price: £3.85 (£6.00, US$10.00)

ABANDONED CHIMERA
(Product Code TR-40K-S-058)
Abandoned Chimera with full interior and sandbagged top hatch.
Model designed by Simon Harris.
Price: £29.55 (£45.00, US$48.00)

IMPERIAL GUARD COMMAND POST
(Product Code TR-40K-S-055)
Command post with water tank.
Model designed by Simon Harris.
Price: £19.55 (£25.00, US$32.00)
**ANHELION BASE**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-074)
Model includes full interior detail with removable roof tops. Complete resin kit, terrain board not included.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £81.70 (~€96.00, US$107.00)

**PHAETON PATTERN SUB-COMPLEX GAMMA**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-073)
Includes: Bio-lab, Storage Room, Command Room, Comm’s Room, 2 Corridor Sections, Corridor Intersection, Comm’s Dish and Gun Tower.
Model includes full interior detail with removable roof tops. Complete resin kit, terrain board and figures not included.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £430.65 (~€560.00, US$610.00)

**PHAETON PATTERN STORAGE COMPLEX SIGMA**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-071)
Large Phaeton Pattern storage warehouse. Model includes full interior detail with removable roof. Complete resin kit, models shown for scale purposes only.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £127.25 (~€165.00, US$210.00)

**IMPERIAL COMMAND DUGOUT**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-009)
One piece model with moulded on Imperial Guard Equipment. Figures shown for scale purposes only.
Model designed by Simon Harris.
Price: £11.75 (~€15.00, US$19.00)

**CITIES OF DEATH BOOBY TRAPS**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-083)
A pack of 6 resin Boccy Traps. Ideal for the Boccy Traps stratagem in Cities of Death.
Models designed by Mark Bedford.
Price: £11.75 (~€15.00, US$19.00)

**IMPERIAL GUARD WATER/FUEL TANK**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-056)
Large Imperial fuel or water tank.
Model designed by Simon Harris and Daren Parrwood.
Price: £19.55 (~€25.00, US$32.00)

**TANK TRAPS**
(Product Code TR-40K-S-085)
The kit contains three sets of Tank Traps. Hellhound shown for scale purposes only.
Master Model by: Mark Bedford
Price: £17.60 (~€23.00, US$29.00)
**Warhammer 40,000**

**Phaeton Pattern Sub-Complex Delta**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-070)  
Complex with a Bio Lab including Xenos dissection table and connecting Storage Room  
Models designed by Daren Parrwood  
Price: £171.30 ($225.00, US$295.00)

**Imperial Column**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-010)  
Columns often feature heavily in Imperial cities, and can be used for building terrain pieces of Imperial architecture.  
Model designed by Tony Cotrell  
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)

**Gothic Altar**  
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-012)  
Model designed by Simon Harris.  
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)

**Ruined Pillars**  
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-018)  
The kit contains a set of six resin models.  
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)

**Imperial Pillboxes**  
Model designed by Simon Harris.

**Concrete Pillbox**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-026)  
Price: £15.65 ($20.00, US$26.00)

**Heavy Bolter Pillbox**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-028)  
Price: £20.55 ($27.00, US$34.00)

**Eartshaker Emplacement**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-032)  
Complete resin and plastic model.  
Model designed by Simon Harris.  
Price: £32.30 ($42.00, US$53.00)

**Phaeton Pattern Defence Platform**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-060)  
Downed Valkyrie complete resin terrain piece.  
Model designed by Mark Bedford and Daren Parrwood.  
Price: £35.25 ($46.00, US$58.00)

**Ammo Dump**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-018)  
Model designed by Simon Harris.  
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

**Downed Valkyrie**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-060)  
Downed Valkyrie complete resin terrain piece.  
Model designed by Mark Bedford and Daren Parrwood.  
Price: £35.25 ($46.00, US$58.00)

**Phaeton Pattern Landing Pad Class 3**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-072)  
Aircraft landing pad.  
Valkyrie shown for scale purposes only.  
Models designed by Daren Parrwood.  
Price: £78.30 ($100.00, US$130.00)

**Fuel Dump**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-017)  
Model designed by Simon Harris.  
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

**Imperial Moisture Condenser**  
(Product Code TR-40K-S-049)  
Imperial moisture condenser. Complete resin model.  
Models designed by Daren Parrwood.  
Price: £5.85 ($8.00, US$10.00)
Please Note: These are small scale models for use with the Aeronautica Imperialis and Epic game systems. For more Epic scale models please see our online store.

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
(Product Code AW-PUB-B-001)
Aeronautica Imperialis is a tabletop wargame for two or more players where you command the aircraft of the Imperial Navy or one of its many alien enemies. This book provides you with all the rules you need to play, and guides you through collecting and painting your own squadrons of Forge World miniatures.
Price: £35.00 ($45.00, US$67.00)

TACTICA AERONAUTICA
(Product Code AW-PUB-B-003)
Tactica Aeronautica is a 128 page hardback supplement for Aeronautica Imperialis. This book provides you with additional rules for Aeronautica Imperialis, as well as new aircraft, new background and the Typha-IV campaign. New rules include aircraft upgrades for all races, expanded squadron lists, and guidance for designing and building ground installations.
Price: £26.00 ($33.00, US$42.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
FLYING BASES
(Product Code AW-ACC-K-001)
A pack of 5 Aeronautica Imperialis Flying bases with variable speed and altitude dials. Includes flying stems.
Price: £4.90 ($6.00, US$9.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
COMBAT MANOEUVRE CARDS
(Product Code AW-PUB-B-002)
A pack of 3 Aeronautica Imperialis Combat Manoeuvre Card sets as found in the Aeronautica Imperialis book...
Price: £2.45 ($3.00, US$4.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
SMALL PHEATON
PATTERN LANDING PAD
(Product Code SG-EPC-S-020)
Model designed by Phil Stutchinskis.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
IMPERIAL LARGE LANDING PAD
(Product Code SG-EPC-S-022)
Pack of 1
Model designed by Phil Stutchinskis.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
CONTROL TOWER
(Product Code SG-EPC-S-021)
Pack of 1
Model designed by Phil Stutchinskis.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
IMPERIAL AIRBASE
ACCESSORIES
(Product Code SG-EPC-S-023)
Model designed by Phil Stutchinskis.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
THUNDERBOLTS
(Product Code AW-INF-F-004)
Pack of 2. Includes 2 Aeronautica Imperialis Bases.
Model designed by Will Hayes.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
LIGHTNING ATTACK FIGHTERS
(Product Code AW-INF-F-003)
Pack of 2. Includes 2 Aeronautica Imperialis Bases.
Model designed by Brian Pawciuk
Price: £9.80 ($13.00, US$16.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
VULTURE
(Product Code AW-INF-F-002)
Pack of 2. Includes 2 Aeronautica Imperialis Bases.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
IMPERIAL VALKYRIE
(Product Code AW-INF-F-001)
Pack of 2. Includes 2 Aeronautica Imperialis Bases.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £11.75 ($15.00, US$19.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS
ARVUS
(Product Code AW-INF-F-006)
Pack of 2. Includes 1 Aeronautica Imperialis Base.
Model designed by Daren Parrwood.
Price: £8.80 ($11.00, US$15.00)
Please Note: These are small scale models for use with the Aeronautica Imperialis and Epic game systems. For more Epic scale models please see our online store.

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU BARRACUDAS
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-003)
Price: £9.80 (€13.00 US$16.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU TIGER SHARK AX-1-0
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-005)
Price: £13.70 (€18.00 US$23.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU ORCA DROPSHIP
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-001)
Includes Aeronautica Imperialis Base. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £15.65 (€20.00 US$26.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU MANTA
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-006)
Complete resin kit. Includes Aeronautica Imperialis Base. Master Model by Will Hayes.
Price: £34.25 (€45.00 US$57.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU TIGER SHARK AX-2-2
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-008)
Price: £13.70 (€18.00 US$23.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU ARIEL MINES
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-007)
Includes Aeronautica Imperialis Base. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £5.85 (€8.00 US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU REMORA DRONE STEALTH FIGHTERS
(Product Code AW-TAE-F-009)
Includes Aeronautica Imperialis Base. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £11.75 (€15.00 US$19.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS CHAOS HARINGER BOMBER
(Product Code AW-CHE-F-003)
Price: £34.25 (€45.00, US$57.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS CHAOS HELL TALON
(Product Code AW-CHE-F-001)
Price: £11.75 (€15.00 US$19.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS CHAOS HELL BLADE
(Product Code AW-CHE-F-002)
Price: £11.75 (€15.00 US$19.00)
Please Note: These are small scale models for use with the Aeronautica Imperialis and Epic game systems. For more Epic scale models please see our online store.

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK BOMMERS**
Epic scale Ork Bommers. Components from these kits are fully interchangeable, allowing many variants to be created. Complete resin models. Pack of 1. Includes Aeronautica Imperialis Base. Model designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £11.75 (€15.00, US$19.00)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK BOMMER**
(Product Code AW-ORE-F-004)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK BLASTA BOMMER 1**
(Product Code AW-ORE-F-005)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK BLASTA BOMMER 2**
(Product Code AW-ORE-F-006)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK BOMBS AND ROOKITS**
(Product Code AW-ORE-A-001)
A pack of 28 assorted bombs and 12 Rokkits for Epic scale Ork Aircraft. Models designed by Daren Parwood.
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS GROT BOMBS**
(Product Code AW-ORE-F-003)
Pack of eight, four with wing mounts and four flying. Includes 4 Aeronautica Imperialis Bases. Master model by Will Hayes.
Price: £8.80 (€11.00, US$15.00)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK FIGHTA BOMMER**
(Product Code AW-ORE-F-002)
Price: £11.75 (€15.00, US$19.00)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK FIGHTA**
(Product Code AW-ORE-F-001)
Price: £9.80 (€13.00, US$16.00)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK FLAK GUNZ**
(Product Code SG-EPG-T-055)
Model designed by Will Hayes. Pack of 3.
Price: £5.85 (€8.00, US$10.00)

**AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ORK FLAK WAGON**
(Product Code SG-EPG-T-054)
Model designed by Will Hayes and Brian Fawcett. Pack of 3.
Price: £6.85 (€9.00, US$11.00)
AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS

ORK FLAK GUNZ
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-055)
Model designed by Will Hayes
Pack of 3.
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

ORK FLAK WAGON
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-054)
Model designed by Will Hayes and Brian Fawcett.
Price: £6.85 (£9.00, US$11.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL SABRE PLATFORMS
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-053)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL HEAVY AA GUN
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-051)
Pack of 3.
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL HYDRA PLATFORM
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-016)
Model designed by Brian Fawcett
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL MANTICORE
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-020)
Pack of 3.
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL HYDRA
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-015)
Model designed by Brian Fawcett
Pack of 3.
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL HEAVY AA GUN
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-051)
Pack of 3.
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL BUNKER AND RADAR STATIONS
(Product Code SG-EPC-S-019)
Master Model by Owen Branham.
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS IMPERIAL MISSILE SILOS
(Product Code SG-EPC-S-018)
Price: £5.85 (£8.00, US$10.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS ELDAR FIRESTORM
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-052)
Pack of 3.
Price: £6.85 (£9.00, US$11.00)

AERONAUTICA IMPERIALIS TAU SKY RAY
(Product Code SG-EPC-T-039)
Pack of 3.
Price: £6.85 (£9.00, US$11.00)
BLOODTHIRSTER GREATER DAEMON OF KHORNE
(Product Code: MA-WFB-M-006)
A huge Bloodthirster standing 240mm (9.5 inches) tall to the top of his axe. Figures shown for scale purposes only. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £132.15
(£170.00, US$220.00)

KEEPER OF SECRETS GREATER DAEMON OF SLAANESH
(Product Code: MA-WFB-M-011)
Keepers of Secrets are the most beguiling of all immortals, they move with an unmatched grace and sensuality. They are masters of all the evil sorceries of the Slaanesh and exude a palpable aura of sensuous beauty. Complete resin kit that stands 6.5 inches (165mm) tall to the tip of the left hand. Figures shown for scale purposes only. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £83.20 (€110.00, US$135.00)

WARHAMMER FIRE DRAGON
(Product Code: MA-WFB-M-005)
Complete resin model, scenic base not included. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £132.15 (€170.00, US$220.00)

GREAT UNCLEAN ONE GREATER DAEMON OF NURGLE
(Product Code: MA-WFB-M-014)
The Greater Daemons of Nurgle, or Great Unclean Ones as they are also called, regard their flocks of Nurglelings, Plaguebearers and mortal champions in a fatherly way. They take great pride in the achievements of their fellow creatures. Any enemy foolish enough to try and thwart the grand designs of Nurgle will have to deal with the horrifying rage of the Great Unclean Ones. Complete resin kit including alternate horns that stands 4 inches (110mm) tall. Also for use in Warhammer 40,000. Sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £97.85 (€130.00, US$160.00)

CHAOS DRAGON
(Product Code: MA-WFB-M-007)
Massive resin model of a two headed Chaos Dragon. Can also be used to represent the special character Garuch. The model stands approximately 260mm (11 inches) tall and 400mm (15.75 inches) wide. Base not included. Model designed by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £195.75 (€255.00, US$325.00)

GIANT SPINED CHAOS BEAST
(Product Code: MA-WFB-M-003)
Sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £47.00 (€61.00, US$78.00)
CHAOS WAR MAMMOTH
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-002)
Complete resin kit with
Howdah, including a Chaos
Lord and 8 plastic Marauders
with parts to convert two to a
Beastmaster and Drummer.
Sculpted by Daniel
Cockersell.
Chaos Lord based on a figure
sculpted by Jeff Goodwin.
Price: £215.00 ($280.00,
US$355.00)

WARHAMMER GIANT
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-012)
Resin model.
Figure shown for scale
purposes only.
Model designed by Mark
Bedford and Sean Green.
Price: £88.10 ($115.00,
US$145.00)

OGRE RHINOX THUNDERLORD
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-010)
Rhinox Thunderlord includes 1
complete resin Rhinox with
Ogre Thunderlord. Sculpted by
Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £37.20 ($48.00,
US$61.00)

EMPIRE CANNON EMLACEMENT
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-019)
Resin model. Plastic Great Cannon from
Empire cannon kit required to finish
model as shown.
Master model by Simon Harris.
Price: £13.70 ($18.00,
US$23.00)

EMPIRE MORTAR EMLACEMENT
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-020)
Resin model. Plastic Mortar barrel from
Empire cannon kit required to finish
model as shown.
Master model by Simon Harris.
Price: £13.70 ($18.00,
US$23.00)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY
Rhinox Cavalry includes 1 complete resin Rhinox and 1 Ogre Bull sprue
allowing you to make 1 rider and 1 Ogre Bull on foot.
Models designed by Daniel Cockersell
Price: £27.40 ($36.00,
US$45.00)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY 1
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-008)

OGRE RHINOX CAVALRY 2
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-009)

WARHAMMER WELL
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-031)
Models designed by Simon Harris
Price: £13.70 ($18.00,
US$23.00)

WARHAMMER BLOOMERY
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-032)
Figure shown for scale purposes only.
Models designed by Simon Harris
Price: £9.80 ($13.00,
US$16.00)

PLINTH OF SKULLS
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-006)
Master model by Simon Harris.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00,
US$10.00)

RUINED PILLARS
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-018)
Price: £8.80 ($11.00,
US$15.00)

GOTHIC ALTAR
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-012)
Master model by Simon Harris.
Price: £5.85 ($8.00,
US$10.00)

CHAOS SPAWN
(Product Code MA-WFB-M-004)
Large Chaos Spawn. Usable for Warhammer, Warhammer 40000 or Inquisitor.
Sculpted by Daniel Cockersell.
Price: £41.10 ($53.00,
US$68.00)

WARHAMMER STABLE
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-029)
Master model by Simon Harris.
Price: £21.55 ($28.00,
US$36.00)

WARHAMMER COTTAGE
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-028)
Master model by Simon Harris.
Price: £16.65 ($22.00,
US$27.00)

WARHAMMER BLACKSMITHS FORGE
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-033)
Complete multi part resin kit.
Models designed by Simon Harris
Price: £26.45 ($34.00,
US$44.00)

ORC TOTEM
(Product Code TR-WFB-S-014)
Master model by Mark Jones.
Price: £6.85 ($9.00,
US$11.00)
# FORGE WORLD ORDER FORM

Please fill out this form using block capitals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sub-total**

UK 12% of sub-total  
ROW 15% of sub-total  
Sub-total = £250 (£425/$500) FREE!

**Shipping & Handling**

UK +£12  
ROW +£15 (£25/$30)  
Sub-total = £250 (£425/$500) FREE!

**Upgrade to Express Delivery?**

**Grand Total**

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
Country: ____________________________  Post/Zip Code: ____________________________
Telephone: ____________________________  E-mail: ____________________________

(UK only)

Cheque [ ]  Postal Money Order [ ]  Credit Card [ ]  Debit Card [ ]  
Card Number: ____________________________

Card Expiry Date: _______  Last 3 digits on back of card: _______  Maestro Issue No. _______

Valid Start Date: _______  Cardholder’s Signature ____________________________

Cardholder’s name and address if different to above: ____________________________

Send this form to: Forge World, Games Workshop Ltd, Willow Road, Lenton, Nottingham, NG7 2WS, UK. Or fax on 0115 916 8044 (international 44 115 916 8044)